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ABSTRACT
Social networking sites contain a wealth of information. The social networking sites are Twitter, Facebook,
Google +, and WhatsApp. Social networking sites are used for communication purposes. By using it, the user
can share an idea, thought, feeling, feeling, suggestion, and personal event. Twitter is leading the way because
of the small number of words that convey informative information. This is followed by a journalist, a political
leader, a movie star, and a businessman. Circulation is a major problem in many cities. Social Networking is an
active site with a large number of followers, trying to control Circulation using tweets about traffic. Make realtime Circulation detection and analyze Twitter tweets from these locations in the city. Android apps are
displaying and enhancing Circulation image format using text-based writing and natural language programs.
Edit tweets about traffic, add tokens, stop filtering words, filter smoke, and smoke. Also, calculate Circulation
for tweets from which region in latitude and longitude format. The program is real-time because the user moves
from one place to another and finds and selects a route on the user interactive image map. When the system
detects Circulation on a route, show Circulation and suggest another route to get to your destination.
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1. INTRODUCTION
On-going urbanization poses various challenges to city officials regarding traffic. According to a recent survey,
66% of the world's population lives in urban areas [2]. All the cities became wise cities. In the smart city,
everyone has a special car with a smartphone [8]. Therefore, Circulation congestion is increasing. Social
networking is a new kind of real-time information channel. A smartphone is a great tool for social networking
sites such as Google+, WhatsApp, Facebook, and Twitter. Updates and shares his thoughts, feelings, feelings,
and events using the site user. The advantage is that you have some knowledge. Twitter is very popular as a
name, as all news journalists, movie stars, businessmen, and political leaders are connected. The Twitter
message has 140 characters Status update message, also called a tweet, sharing a user message on a social
networking site. Every Status update message adds metadata such as username, hashtag, reference, and
timerrelocation links to latitude and longitude format. The main goal is to find a route between the source and
the destination. Social media is a good information channel for incident detection an incident, such as a
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Circulation jam, a natural disaster, or another event. An event can describe the actual word-formation that
occurs at a particular time and place. People can share the current state of Circulation around them. This
message is useful for someone who chooses this route and takes another route stats for social media, email,
blogs, etc., where text is well-formed. It is a challenging issue to find an event in traditional media as the
Message Update message is informal and unusual. Random or contains abbreviated words, typographical errors,
or system errors. Document mining refers to the process of extracting information and meaningful information
from informal text. The ambiguity of the native language poses a great deal of difficulty in dealing with the
problem of text mining.

2. LITERATURE REVIEWAND ITS RELATED WORK
EleonoraD'Andrea et al. The Circulation crisis in the city is eye-catching. The program uses tweets from Twitter
and classifies them as Circulation jams and crashes. Use natural language grammar to differentiate. The main
purpose of separating tweets from Twitter, this program is to see real-time traffic. The architecture is divided
into three modules. The first module to download and preview the status update message, in this tweet quote
from Twitter stream based on one or more search terms, e.g. location links, the keyword that will appear in the
tweet text [1].
The second pattern is the clarification of the status update message. In this case, the text mining process uses
severalsteps, the first step is making tokens in converting a streaming character into a processing unit. Step two,
stop filtering words. The third step is to remove the roots, the main purpose of this step is to combine the word
with the same semantics. The fourth step is to filter the smoke. The final step is feature representation [9].
Yuchao Zhou et al. The plan is to get the city event in real-time from the Twitter data stream incidents such as
traffic, culture, sports, air quality, weather, and disaster. The Twitter user updates the status message about
viewing personal information. 500 million or more people access the internet via Twitter regularly [10]. This
user updates the personal status message about the event information and response. Sort this message by city.
The Twitter-based LDA (Twitter Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is proposed to design a comprehensive solution
and eliminate the need to generate key sets for each city [2].

Category

Circulation

People

influence

involved

Traffic

High

Culture

High

Many

Fast traffic,road network

Potentially

Sports match, race

many

tournament

Air quality
Disaster

Examples

Description of air pollution incidents
Many

The event that causes a
huge damage

Table 1: Scheduled events expected in the real world
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Fabio C. Albuquerque et al. This program is based on the detection of Circulation incidents and the
interpretation of Twitter messages. This is one of those things that goes from place to place. Monitor the current
state of the object. Identify environmental changes that may affect the future and adjust the planned behavior of
the moving object. News agencies and Government agencies use Twitter to disseminate Circulation situations in
real-time and to inform drivers about planned road changes and future events that could affect Circulation
conditions. Such tweets, therefore, provide real-time information about the road map, which is exactly the type
of information required to monitor truck ships and similar applications. TEDO is a street event domain site; It is
a model of traffic-related events such as obstruction, accident, disruption, Circulation situation, weather, and
other incidents [3]. Dwayne Henclewood et al. The United States is investing $ 121 billion a year in road rage.
The aim is a pre-defined system analysis and analysis of these adverse conditions, to resolve and review. It
means whether it works properly after the updated version. If not, it goes into a loop. Many Circulation models
and road sensors are operating in the USA. Because of this, the US government appointed a committee. It can
handle Circulation [4]. SakkachinWongcharoen et al. The program is a template that keeps traffic-related tweets
from Twitter and analyzes them for future purposes. First, collect the tweets on Twitter, the actual difficulty of
traffic, and Circulation data. The second step is to prepare training data, extract tweets and label training data
against historical data. The third step is to read the decision tree and draw the decision tree. The final step also
changes the value on the website and map [5]. TomiJuntunen et al. The system is a lightweight web tool that
handles traffic-related problems. The streets of the big city are lined with spider webs. There are many routes to
the destination but which is a very short route and requires little time for this purpose, a web tool has been
developed. Web tool googleMaps. The common nature of the tool here client means that visualization is created
using standard web technologies such as HTML, JavaScript (AJAX), and PHP [6]. The server-side uses the PHP
API, which is the layer between visual usage and MySQL website receiving a request from a web client
application. SuponKlaithin et al. This program is based on data mining and Twitter data by data mining method
[7].
• Retrieve Data: Tweets from Twitter in this collection.
• Data Cleaning: Editing in the native language used. Incompatibility data received and deleted.
• Orientation: In a Twitter network the user uses to type multiple shortcuts. Make the name normal. For example
"road" means "highway".
• Disclosure of Information: The main purpose of the release of information is to obtain information about
Circulation by road name, location, road accident.
• ROA as Road, DIR as direction, LOC as location, PST as location, and ACC as danger.
• Editing: Tweet editing based on the Naive Bayes model

3. METHODOLOGY
The proposed system is divided into two applications, the first application is a web service and the second is an
android mobile application. They have HDFS (Hadoop dynamic file subsystem) database on web service.
Hadoop is used to quickly process large amounts of data and store them in HDFS.
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Web service: Web service treats Twitter tweets as inserting and categorizing traffic-related tweets from
Twitter. To differentiate, the NLP algorithm is used for classification. The main goal is to find a traffic-related
event from the social network. It operates as a multi-phase system that detects traffic, no Circulation due to
collisions or congestion, and Circulation due to external events. The system receives a Circulation event in realtime. Event-centered infrastructure has been improved.

Android app: An android app where the user needs to search for a location and find a route. This route is sent
to the web service and check the Circulation on that route, if yes give notice and provide another route.

3.1 Recommended Program Steps
A. Module Subdividing
This time includes splitting the project into separate modules. The five modules of the program are:

Module 1: Returning real-time tweets from Twitter
First, after the full registration on the Twitter website, go to the Twitter developer option and create an app by
entering any name or project name Then Generate Customer Key and Customer Secret, Access Token Key, and
Access Token Secret. With access permission, each key has a different meaning. Only the consumer key is for
the user to log into Twitter directly with the key. Consumer Token Key for reading and writing tweets in the
app. Access Token Key and Privacy Token Access to access your Twitter account and read and write posts. Use
all the keys to access real-time tweets from Twitter as introductory tweets to the project.

Module 2: Sort traffic-related tweets
In this module, separate tweets about Circulation from Twitter and describe the impressions of each tweet as
positive, negative, and natural. Analyze regular Circulation tweets on a web service. First, take a Tweet, split the
Tweet into Tokenize tokens, delete stops in the tweets and compare traffic-related words and phrases in the
Filter and finally find the full Circulation tweets describing each tweet class.

Module 3: Save data to HDFS
In this project, all traffic-related tweets are stored in the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). HDFS is used
in the system for fast storage, retrieval, and processing of data.

Module 4: The connection between the web service and the Android app
The project, divided into two programs, one is a web service and an Android application. The web service works
on a computer system, and the android system works on android phones communication between web service
and android app using JSON parser. Jason's paper is an independent data exchange. Call the quarry web service
using the JSON item and get feedback in a universal format. Using JSONarray, JSONobject, JSONStringer, and
JSONTokenizer this method works well.

Module 5: Circulation detected on the route
In the Android app, the user enters the source and location in a local format with no route between you.
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Figure 1: Twittersystem architecture

B. System Indication Analysis
Stanford - The core NLP was used to separate Tweets from Twitter. The following steps are followed in the
Stanford core NLP

Step 1: Analyst 1
In Tree 1 mark the Stanford core NLP POS. Tweets pass through Stanford core NLP parser 1 to mark each
separate tweet into tokens.

Step 2: POS markers
Each coin is marked with a POS marker. POS tags with various categories such as noun phrase, action phrase,
and pronoun.

Step 3: Analyst 2
Analysis 2 applies to corporate keywords. Marked keywords match words stored in the Circulation category
index.

Step 4: Analyst 3
This is to remove the noise from the tweets. Except for street names and the name of the Circulation category
posted in the tweets.The current word length of less than one Circulation tweet is negative. The current name
length is more than one positive Circulation tweet. If the length of the current word is equal to one, then the
impressions are neutral Circulation tweets. Finally, get the traffic-related tweets and their impressions. Stanford
coreNLP always compares keywords to the Circulation category. The proposed system divides Circulation
tweets into three categories: positive, negative, and neutral. Good tweets are directly related to traffic, negative
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tweets are not related to traffic, and neutral tweets are related or not tweets between tweets. The table below
shows additional details

User

Sr. No

Tweet text

Name
@aan4nd
SkynetTechnol
2

ogies@skynetin
dia

3

#Bengaluru #Traffic will be

Aanand

1

Sudip@iam_Su
dip

fun to see from the tops of these buses.

Status
Positive

#Drupal#website drivesvisitor #traffic,
increase#Googleranking&
conversion.http://ow.ly/nztv302YW5n#D

Negative

rupal8#UK
If this is how it #rain, bytomorrow morning
half of

Neutral

#Bangalore will be submerged#under water.

Table 2: classification of tweets

C. Hypotheses and Mathematical Formula
With the social networking site Twitter now becoming the most widely used social networking site, the number
of people on Twitter is growing. Calculate the distance between two points to calculate the maximum distance
of the circle between two points, i.e. the shortest distance on the surface of the earth. It is thought to be the
radiation of the earth's radius as a medium radius. Latitude and longitude are also below speculation.
Formula[11]
a = sin²(Δφ/2) + cos φ1⋅cos φ2⋅sin²(Δλ/2) c =
2 ⋅a*tan2( √a, √(1−a) )
D = R ⋅c
Where
φ is latitude
λ is longitude,
R is earth’s radius (mean radius = 6,371km)
D is the distance between two points.

IV. ANALYSIS RESULT
The advanced system was used to monitor various areas of the road network in real-time with the analysis of
Twitter flow from these areas. The aim is to regularly monitor busy highways and highways to detect potential
Circulation incidents in real-time or in front of the mainstream media.
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Sr.No.

Classification

Accuracy

1

NLP

91.75

2

SVM

89

3

NB

86.25

4

RIPPER

85.93

Table 3: Current values and recommended systems

Accuracy analysis
94
92
90
88
86
84
82

NLP

SVM

NB

RIPPER

Accuracy
Figure 2.1: Accuracy analysis charts

Dataset size in

Sr.No.

Classification

1

NLP

1949

2

SVM

640

3

NB

640

4

RIPPER

640

tweets

Table 4: Comparison of current and recommended system values

Figure 2.2: Database analysis graphs
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In Tables 3 and 4 above, line 1 is the recommended system output, it is a set of higher data than others. And
lines 2, 3, and 4 have this output program. Figure 2 is the result of a tweet image from Twitter and a trafficrelated tweet. Real project output Graph. The figure below shows a complete class graph of incoming tweets
after NLP implementation.

Figure 2.3: Bar graph of featured tweets and traffic-related tweets

Fig 2.4: Pie Chart for Circulation classification

Figure 2: Image output

Figure 2.2 shows Circulation tweets with their problems and a detailed analysis of traffic-related tweets and
what word reflects Circulation to tweets. Edit words for smart Circulation tweets.

5. CONCLUSION
I used real-time Circulation detection using Twitter tweet analysis, and I was able to detect accidents,
Circulation congestion, car crashes, etc. I kept the lists. The social network contains a wealth of information on
event detection, especially related to Circulation jams and Circulation collisions. Using a native language
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program and the Hadoop framework, the system began processing faster and segmenting data by image map
location.
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